Hulcher Services’ Guzzler® Hi-Rail Vacuum Truck is a boom-equipped vehicle that uses vacuum power to pick up materials, which are stored in a collection tank for disposal or reuse. Unlike other trucks which are configured solely for track use, Hulcher’s vacuum truck converts from road-ready to rail-ready in minutes to work in either setting.

The truck performs various railroad MOW tasks, such as air excavation projects with the Air Spade®, debris/spill clean-up, and winterization of switches, turn-outs and retarders. It can quickly reduce commodities from railcars or transfer product from railcar to truck as well.

The truck serves industrial facilities by picking up various materials from roads, tracks and storage containers. Grain companies rely on our truck to clean up grain spills and empty hoppers and bins.

Materials the vacuum truck can pick up include:

- Sand
- Taconite
- Grain
- Bentonite Clay (Wet or Dry)
- Coal
- Coke
- Fouled Ballast
- Mud
- Clay
- Most Liquids and Soils

Hulcher’s vacuum truck is the perfect choice for all your clean-up needs. For more information, please call our 24/7/365 Call Center at 800-637-5471.